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When invited on a formal event, the chances are that you are not going in a pair of jeans and V-
neck T-shirt. As the event calls, you will be going to choose formal dressing from your wardrobe
such as a formal men dress shirt, suit and tie. Apart from your main wardrobe items, you will also
need other accessories that are needed to support your attire. In fact, these accessories accentuate
your overall appearance and help you to stand out while depicting the perfect personality. Among
other accessories, cufflinks are one of the most important jewelry items. Formal events tend to
require guests to dress nicely while keeping a close eye on every small detail. However, menâ€™s
interest in fashion and style is increased but still there are men who do not care about accessories.
They feel contended by just wearing a suit. They do not go in details like carefully choosing man
dress shirts, cufflinks, wristwatch, belt, socks, shoes etc. To gain a perfect look of gentleman, one
would need to go in details, while carefully matching all the accessories with attire.

We will focus on the major accessory of menâ€™s wardrobe that is cufflinks. Choosing cufflinks would
rather seem easy but in reality, it is far more difficult choice. If itâ€™s not chosen correctly, the entire
outfit will look wrong and you will end up looking like a total closet fool who does not even know how
to dress himself in right manner. You can avoid looking odd, if you are unsure about what to choose
by simply seeking counseling from online custom mens dress shirt makers. The internet has made
this world a far easy place to live as you can have information about anything you want.

Choosing cufflinks

When you are trying to buy cufflinks, the first rule you need to remember is not to go cheap.
Cufflinks need to say a bit about you and you certainly do not want them to tell people you are
cheap and do not know how to dress. Do not get the fake silver cufflinks that is supposed to pass for
sterling silver ones. Many cufflinks have actual stones in them, regardless of what kind of stone.
You have a wide array of choices and because of the internet there is some steep competition.
Thus, you should be able to get a decent pair of cufflinks.

Type of event you are attending

Before going into market and buying cufflinks for yourself, it is wise to first know what type of event
you are invited in. Some events are more formal than other ones. Some events want you to dress in
a reserved manner while others want you to be a bit more extravagantly dressed in tuxedo dress
shirt for men. Choose your cufflinks entirely based on the event.  In events where you are required
to dress in a reserved way, will give a bad impression if you go for too much uniqueness. Although
cufflinks are a small part of your attire, but they still play an integral part in menâ€™s formal wear.

Who will be your partner?

In most of the formal events, only couples are invited. In this way, the maximum chances are that
you will be going with your wife or girl friend. You should know what your partner will be wearing and
match dress shirts men and cufflinks according to color scheme she has chosen. Remember when
couples are invited, they never dress in their own ways while having their own color schemes. In
formal events, you will need to carefully watch for your partnerâ€™s dress as well, because you both will
compliment each otherâ€™s dresses. Match your cufflinks with the dress of hers. If you with your partner
successfully pull this out then the chances are that you will have an extra bit of class, which will
propel you to look better than the other guests who attend. You may be even more attractive to your
partner because you thought of what she was doing. Never be ashamed or shy about asking your
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partner, as her opinion on the cufflinks also matters a lot. Her opinion will be quite valuable as she
will be able to see and judge you from a distance.
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